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Abstract— In this paper, we briefly introduce an intelligent 
ubiquitous middleware which provides semantic service 
discovery based on context-awareness and a variety of 
intelligent ubiquitous convergence services for the applications 
of ubiquitous city. Also, we especially present the mechanism 
and interface of Ubiquitous City Portal (U-City Portal) in the 
Presentation Unit as a part of conversion systems to provide 
intelligent city information. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
U-City (ubiquitous City) refers to a city enabled with a 

complex set of interlinked ICT-supported services, created 
through a marriage between the ICT (Information and 
communication technologies) industry and construction 
sectors. The city is controlled and managed through a central 
management center, and the state-of-the-art optical fiber 
communications infrastructure, is designed to provide its 
residents with ubiquitous access to real-time public services 
such as traffic information, practical and safety information 
and weather news, and commercial services like distance 
learning and makes life in it safe and convenient [1]. 

Korea has been actively establishing ubiquitous-cities (u-
cities) which are spread across the Korean peninsula and our 
u-city consortium has been working for them. Seoul 
metropolitan government has been supporting our u-city 
consortium by funding five million U.S. dollars for five years 
and we have been doing R&D to develop related u-city 
technology and u-city products such as middleware (It is 
called Smart Ubiquitous Middleware, SmartUM), portal (U-
City Portal), some applications (3D GIS visualization, 
Optimal Path Finder and so on.) and some infra-structures 
and apply them to u-cities. 

The object of U-City Portal is to provide an easy and 
consistent web interface to interact between SmartUM [2] in 
the Processing Unit and the U-City Portal in the Presentation 
Unit. In other words, through U-City Portal, users can easily 
monitor and control all the resources and components that 
are managed by SmartUM in real time. Our U-City Portal 
system can be flexibly combined with ubiquitous techniques 
for next generation because it is built based on enterprise 

techniques with scalability and independency. Through U-City 
Portal that plays an important gateway role of SmartUM, users 
are easily able to control and monitor the u-city environment 
even though they don’t know complex mechanism of SmartUM.  

The outline of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
briefly introduces entire overview and architecture of U-City 
Portal with SmartUM which is composed of the four layers 
(Common Device Interface Layer, Context-aware Computing 
Layer, Ubiquitous Cloud Computing Layer and Common 
Application Interface Layer). Section 3 outlines the 
implementation of U-City Portal. Section 4 describes two 
scenarios for the underground fire accident management and 
the environment management such as GIS visualization and 
Optimal Path Finder. Finally, section 5 gives conclusions and 
explains future works. 

II. OVERVIEW 
Our layered architecture for U-City consists of 3 Units, 

which are Presentation Unit, Processing Unit and Feeling Unit 
as shown in figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Our layered architecture for U-City 

SmartUM of Processing Unit is an intelligent ubiquitous 
middleware, which provides a data acquisition interface to 
sensors and ubiquitous sensor networks and inference engine 



service that can process the collected data to make context-
ware, that is, intelligent decision, therefore, optimal 
operations can be invoked and proper information is 
generated.  

Common Device Interface Layer (CDIL) provides 
Common Device Interface to feeling devices such as sensors. 
Context-aware Computing Layer (CCL) processes data 
obtained through sensor network and provides the intelligent 
context. Also it executes the reasoning process with its 
context. Ubiquitous Cloud Computing Layer (UCCL) 
performs intelligent services such as automatic service 
discovery, service deployment and service execution based 
on inferred contexts offered by the CCL in order to provide 
an automatic computing environment and make applications 
or services used everywhere in a timely and cooperative way. 
Common Application Interface Layer (CAIL) provides a set 
of applications such as Environment Management, Fire 
Accident Management and Traffic Accident Management. 
Though this application initially is created as an independent 
module, afterward we integrated it in SmartUM to offer 
intelligent services to users. 

As described in figure 1, U-City Portal that plays a 
gateway role is responsible for function of both presentation 
and remote control, and largely supports two platforms. First 
is application platform (application management) which 
manages many applications that could be used as an 
independent module of the outside. Second is cloud platform 
(system management) which manages various kinds of 
systems that are processed by SmartUM. The detailed 
structure of U-City Portal is depicted in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Detailed structure of U-City Portal 

Application Management is composed of two elements. 
The one is Environment Information System which shows 
Noise, air-pollution and water Quality information using GIS 
visualization technique. The other is Underground Fire 
Accident Management System which manages applications 
such as optimal path finder or fire accident information.  

System Management consists of the following components: 

A. USN Manager 
USN Manager provides information to manage or control all 

nodes of ubiquitous sensor network (e.g. Sensor Type, Sensor 
ID, Sensor Value, Sensor Time, etc). 

B. Audio/Video Manager 
Audio/Video Manager provides information to manage or 

control Audio/Video devices (e.g. Bandwidth, List, Alive, etc). 

C. Ad-hoc Manager 
Ad-hoc Manager provides information to manage or control 

wireless nodes (e.g. Node ID, IP address, MAC address, Alive, 
Strength of the signal, etc). 

D. Network Manager 
Network Manager provides information to manage or 

control wired nodes (e.g. Node ID, IP address, MAC address, 
Alive, Signal Strength, etc). 

E. Grid Manager 
Grid Manager provides functions to manage and control grid 

resource by using grid portal development toolkits [3] such as 
GridSphere [4], LifeRay [5], IBM WebSphere Portal [6], eXo2 
[7], and JBoss [8] (e.g. Resource Monitoring, Job Scheduling, 
etc). 

F. Rule Manager 
Rule Manager provides information to manage or control the 

rules in Context Repository. (e.g. Rule Type, hasSensorValue, 
hasEvent, etc.). 

G. Remote Device Manager 
Remote Device Manager provides functions to manage or 

control the remote devices of feeling unit as if we manipulate 
them directly such as water gates of Cheonggyecheon. (e.g. 
State Information, ID, etc.) 

 

 
Figure 3.  Remote Device Manager 



III. IMPLEMENTATION 
We implemented U-City Portal with spring framework [9] 

that is highlighted in many enterprise companies to interact 
with SmartUM. The spring provides many functions and 
light-weight solutions such as MVC, AOP, transaction 
management, RMI and so on. 

All requests through U-City Portal have the form of URL, 
and this URL request calls each controller with handler 
mapping information through the dispatcher servlet listener 
which looks like front gate. Each called controller only 
executes one’s logic pre-defined through SmartUM, and the 
result of the executed logic is transmitted to objects of view 
such as JSP. Finally, requester can look at the some 
information in JSP view. Following figure 3 shows the 
workflow of the request process through our middleware in 
spring web MVC. 

 

 
Figure 4.  The workflow of Spring MVC through SmartUM 

① First, if user requests URL through the portal, 
Dispatcher Servlet receives URL request. ② Dispatcher 
Servlet refers Handler Mappings to determine which 
controller processes this request, and then, ③it finds some 
controller matched user’s request. The discovered controller 
processes one’s logic in both CCL and UCCL corresponding 
with processing unit of SmartUM. ④ As a result, the 
controller returns model and view to Dispatcher Servlet. ⑤
Next, Dispatcher Servlet gets view information from 
ViewResolver. That is, after Dispatcher Servlet receives 
Model and View information, it requests ViewResolver to 
look for real JSP. ⑥Dispatcher Servlet transmits Model data 
into View object. Finally, ⑦ the View represents pages 
carried to web browser by response object using the Model 
data. 

 When we send query to each manager in our portal, we 
might need some region information. In this case, the region 
information can be displayed in the form of list as well as 
that of map. In order to show this map information about 
some region, we used open API in NaverMap [10] that is 
implemented with JavaScript. To use this open API, we must 
register the URL of our portal in view code and take some 

key. If the URL is changed, former key is not valid. To solve 
this problem, we appended some logic that automatically 
changes the key to controller of the portal. Also our portal 
displays information of each region loaded from DB (Context 
Repository of SmartUM) on the map by using the marker 
function which is provided with open API. If user clicks each 
marker, information of each region enlarges more and more.  

Our portal is being operated on the tomcat container of 
window server. Because we use web MVC of spring, we can 
separate control and view from data unlike pre-existing JSP 
programming. Figure 4 shows an example of U-City Portal. 

 

 
Figure 5.  An example of U-City Portal 

We divided our portal into M (Model), V (JSP), C 
(Controller).  Because of such division, we can easily reuse 
each element. As well, we can be quickly coding our portal 
when we need to correct each element. For example, we can 
simply change our portal by only replacing documents of 
properties (such as document related to SQL used in the DAO 
or to JDBC connection) without recompile. Figure 5 shows the 
sequence diagram of a request process in our portal. 

 

Browser DispatcherServlet SystemManagerController ViewResolver JstlViewSimpleUrlHandlerMapping

1 : request()
2 : mapping()

3 : Controller
4 : handleRequest()

5 : ModelAndView

6 : resolveViewName()

7 : View

8 : renderMergedOutputModel()

9 : Response

 
Figure 6.  The sequence diagram of a request process 



IV. APPLICATIONS 

A. Environment Management with 3D GIS Visualization 
SmartUM user-transparently provides intelligent services, 

infrastructure and various kinds of applications. One of such 
applications is the Environment Management using 3D GIS 
visualization. SmartUM is directly connected to U-City 
Portal to enable users to conveniently use the applications. 
Figure 6 shows the flow of logic about noise map with the 
technique of GIS visualization through U-City Portal. First of 
all, the data of noise collected from CDIL of SmartUM are 
saved in Context Repository by CCL. If user clicks some 
region on the map, CAIL calls Service Broker in UCCL. 
Then, after Service Broker calls Environment Monitoring 
Controller on the basis of both data received from CCL 
(Context Repository) and region requested from user, it again 
forwards the data to CAIL. Next, CAIL executes GIS 
Visualization with the above data. Finally, GIS Visualization 
component creates JPG and VRML file to visualize the data. 
As a result, the portal shows users it through view objects. 

 

 
Figure 7.  Noise Map Visualization in U-City Portal 

B. Underground Fire Accident Management with Optimal 
Path Finder 

Underground Fire Accident Management informs users of 
occurrence of fire by using optimal path finder in CAIL of 
SmartUM. Figure 7 is the entire flow of logic about optimal 
path finder. In this case, CCL converts sensor value which is 
collected from CDIL into ontology instance, makes inferred 
ontology instance with general ontology instance and saves 
event object of inferred ontology instance in one’s repository. 
While user monitors each room in specific building through 
the portal, he may find fire event of certain rooms. If this 
user clicks the room marked to ‘fire’, internally Service 
Broker calls Optimal Path Management Controller that is one 
of the Service Controllers and passes its result to CAIL. 
Lastly, GIS Visualization component of CAIL returns files of 
optimal path finder to portal, and portal shows visualization 

result of this file to user. Like this, although portal processes 
complex steps in this system, user doesn’t need to know upper 
steps because portal automatically handles this process. In the 
case of monitor screen, externally if user selects specific floor 
in the building, he can see the sectional plan and the room’s 
information of the floor. When fire is occurred, the relevant 
room’s color is changed to red. At the same time, button of the 
path is activated, and user can easily find the optimal path in 
the fire circumstances. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Optimal Path Finder in U-City Portal 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we explained the mechanism and interface of 

Ubiquitous City Portal (U-City Portal), which is a part of 
intelligent city information conversions systems. Through U-
City Portal, users could easily monitor and control all resources 
and components which is managed by SmartUM in real time, 
hence users do not have to be aware of the underlying 
infrastructure and the details of its mechanism so that details of 
the portal is transparent to users. Our portal model is 
implemented with spring framework and open API of 
NaverMap so that two platform management of portal was 
pursued to enable intelligent automatic processing to cope with 
the emergency and to manage some GIS visualization 
automatically according to predefined scenario in ubiquitous 
cities. 

The project of portal in ubiquitous cities will be continued to 
cover more heterogeneous application management and give 
more convenient and better grid services such as computational 
grid service or collaboration grid service and we will pay more 
effort to achieve the goal in future. 
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